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How a small carpenter’s workshop
became the select supplier to some
of the world’s most exclusive clients.

Carpenter
to Dior
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From Asian bank to Parisian fashion czar or a shipping company with luxury cruise
ships—they all rely on the same address in Arnsberg, a small town in Germany: Selecta
specializes in individual, top-quality interior decorating. And their business is attracting an
ever-increasing number of loyal customers. For the senior partner, this is the perfect time
to hand over the reins to his son with a clear conscience. He in turn will write the next
chapter of this success story. And a family tradition will begin its third generation.
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Selecta trio: Managing director Axel Beuth (left), chief executive
Christian Kampwirth (center) and senior partner Horst Kampwirth
are the captains on the bridge of this luxury vessel specializing
in interior decoration. Everyone has a specific role to play, as shown
here in front of the edge banding machine at the Arnsberg plant.
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Selecta produces made-to-order furnishings for cruise ships being built at Meyer Werft in
Papenburg, Germany, for shipping companies including the American line Celebrity Cruises.
Four showrooms were constructed on Deck 5 of the new Eclipse, featuring a multitude of
mirrors and display cabinets, where not only jewelry designs from Dior are presented,
but precious porcelain, crystal, and glass art as well. Below: Selecta fitted the Eclipse’s
Entertainment Court with appointments in teak and with inlaid granite flooring. Discerning
passengers can relax in the exclusive lobby in front of the theater and bar.
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ing and cutting down on investments. This
meant that the firm had to continuously adapt
its portfolio to market requirements and find
new sales markets—such as the Meyer Werft
shipyard in Papenburg, world-renowned for its
cruise ships. The first major contract would
prove to have far-reaching consequences. Selecta was commissioned to supply part of the
interior decoration for a five-star ocean liner,
but inexperience in a new business area led to
a few stumbles at first. As a result, completion of the laborious project was delayed. And
the project team found themselves on a most
unusual business trip: to ensure completion of
the work in time, the luxury liner was accompanied by more than 100 craftsmen on a sea
trial in the North Sea. “That nearly went awry,”
Christian Kampwirth recalls. But these days, he
can finally chuckle a bit at the memory. Thanks
to Selecta’s high quality, Meyer Werft wanted
to continue working with the firm—despite
the rocky start. So they introduced Selecta to
Porsche Consulting, which had optimized the
shipyard’s production processes in 2009. The
Handmade in Germany: To ensure the finest possible quality for Selecta’s
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was not long before it was possible to reduce
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tion flow. “We’ve transformed ourselves from a
traditional workshop to a company employing
industrial manufacturing methods,” says Beuth.
Restructuring with measurable results: simply cutting
back on contract workers
and overtime enabled the
company to reduce production costs by 30 percent and
procurement costs by eight
percent. Stocks were re-
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order to save both time
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and resources. With

says the experienced comptroller Beuth. And

successful results.

Christian Kampwirth breathes a sigh of relief:
“We’d called in other management consultants.
But the folks from Porsche Consulting were the
first to actually roll up their sleeves and tackle
the job.”
What worked in production worked no less successfully at the administrative end. Here too, in
Selecta’s “engineering office,” walls were torn
down and communication was improved. Buyers, planners, and designers now sit together
according to the topic at hand, working on
orders as a team. Every day, colleagues from
the various departments sit down together for
a round-table discussion. Sequencing schedules show the precise status of construction
projects in branch banks or on cruise ships.
“We have learned considerably from Porsche
Consulting; we’ve optimized our planning processes ourselves, reduced friction losses, and
are managing our projects far more effectively,” says Christian Kampwirth.
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Planning and reality for custom-made furnishings:
Detailed layouts for cruise ship installations hang from partitions
in the production area. Photographs show Selecta craftspeople how
the final results of their work should appear. Because also thanks
to Porsche Consulting, everything fits together, from project planning
to final delivery. And listening to music while you work is just fine.
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